








Boost Your Bars 

Features 
• Embedded CPU, self-adaptive intelligent system very easy to use and install, better performance is guaranteed even 
under complicated and constantly changing RF environment conditions. 
• 150: lntelligent isolation processing to avoid self-oscillation, quite wide adjusting range to staЫlize the signal 
strength/quality for clearer voice/ higher data throughput and avoid interference with moЫle networks. 
• ALC: lntelligent automatic level control, quite wide adjusting range to staЫlize the output power and improve the signal 
quality for clearer voice and higher data throughput. 
• LCD Display: Displays 150 status, ALC status, R55I status, actual gain and downlink output power which makes booster 
installation and trouЫeshooting much easier. 
• MGC: Manual gain control buttons to adjust the gain for both uplink and downlink independently, 31 dB range. 
• Excellent RF performance, larger coverage area, clearer voice and higher data throughput. 
• Elegant design, compact size, very low power consumption and heat dissipation. 
• Built-in indoor antenna (only for 35/35И55 series). 
• Bluetooth and Wi-Fi modules (only for 35/35И55 series). 

Booster Ports' Description 
Single and Dual Band Triple and Quintuple Band 
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1. LCD 2. LED indicators 
3. Control buttons 
4.Set 5.lndoor antenna port 
6.0utdoor antenna port 
7. Power connector 
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1. LCD 2. LED indicators 3. Control buttons 4. 
lndoor antenna port 5. Built-in antenna port* 
6. Set 7. Power connector 
8. Outdoor antenna port 
9. Wifi led 10. Bluetooth led 
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1. Alarm LED 2. Data LED 
3. Wifi LED 
4. lndoor antenna port 5. USB 
6. Outdoor antenna рогt 
7. Power connector 

*lf you use this 5 port to connect an external indoor antenna, you need to order опе SMA-M to N-F 
adapter.
LCD lntroduction 
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After the booster is оп, gain and power will light up оп the screen. 
"Band"- displays the working frequency. Find below the list of frequencies displayed corresponding to the supported 
networks. 

Frequency LCD d1splay 

"ULdB"" DLdB"- gain indication. 

LTEB00 

EGSM&UMTS900 

GSM&LTE1800 

WCDMA/UMTS2100 

LTE2600 

The displayed value shows real-time uplink and downlink gain. 

нPower dBm"- power indication. 

800 MHz 

900 MHz 

1800 мнz 

2100 MHz 

2600 MHz 

The displayed value shows real-time power. When booster's output power is 40dBm lower than rated output power, the 
value will display "---". 

"150"- isolation alarm indication. 
When the booster doesn't have enough isolation between the outdoor and indoor antennas, the "150" is flashing. Press 
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